
AI labeling solution for 
AI model training
ABOUT AIMMO Enterprise
AIMMO Enterprise is a Machine Learning data cycle solution dedicated to 
enterprise customers for AI training data generation and management. 
AIMMO Enterprise will solve the pain points of data collection, pre and 
post-processing, and large-scale data management for AI model 
deployment.

WHAT WE OFFER
Easy to use whenever you want!

• Web-based platform

• User-friendly GUI

AI auto-labeling (Smart Labeling Technology)

• Fast, Economic, High quality data 
generation with AIMMO's labeling models

Seamless integration with customer cloud 
environment

• MS Azure, AWS, Google

Real-time analytics

• Labeling projects status dashboard

Real-time communications

• Exchange Q&A comments with labelers in 
real-time

Labeling workforce service (on demand)

• AIMMO's experts standing by to support 
customer needs

“AIMMO’s label ing tool  feature 
eff iciently improved our object 
detection project operating t ime…”

– Daniel Oh, CEO, Quantum AI

See what customers are saying:



Be the pioneer of AI

AIMMO is re-defining how AI can be used and applied to power smart automation. At the heart of AIMMO's smart 
automation solution is its proprietary AI-driven approach to the acquisition, curation, labeling, and augmentation of 
structured, highly accurate training data that is delivered even faster to end users through AIMMO's automated data 
operations process. With its transformative supply and licensing models, AIMMO is leading the global enablement of 
new smart applications to realize automation efficiency in a wide range of fields from autonomous vehicles to smart 
cities, industry 4.0, robotics, defense and security services.

Leverage the power of AI
AIMMO’s deep learning algorithms is ready as the “Smart Labeling Technology” to automate the data labeling 
process. Smart Labeling supports to label thousands of unstructured computer vision data faster and more precisely. 
AI labeling will save time, cost and thrive AI services to meet market needs.

Build ML Model on your terms
AIMMO utilizes the Azure AutoML Pipeline to 
connect DataOps an MLOps into a single workflow. 
This reduces time and cost by ensuring high-quality 
outcomes through continuous training of the 
custom model.

Work easier
AIMMO supports the creation of instance, semantic 
and panoptic segmentation types as required by the 
customer project. The polygon and brush functions 
within the AIMMO toolset automatically assign pixel-
level definition to the objects labeled within the 
image.

WWW.AIMMO.AI

Why AIMMO 
Enterprise?

AIMMO is re-defining how AI can be used and applied to power smart automation. We are building 
strong partnerships with foreign partners in various fields such as Autonomous driving, finance, retail, 
construction, education and healthcare where AI can bring innovation.
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